ABSTRACT A homogeneous set of ground-based BVRI observations of $600 Cepheids is presented to check the Cepheid period-luminosity zero point for the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC). The sample of Cepheids is completely self-contained and has been reduced consistently to eliminate photometric differences caused by combining multiple sources of photometry.
INTRODUCTION
The aim of this project is to improve the LMC Cepheid period-luminosity (PL) relation. The project was undertaken in support of the primary goal of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Key Project on the Extragalactic Distance Scale (Kennicutt, Freedman, & Mould 1995) to determine the Hubble constant to better than 10% accuracy. Uncertainty in the LMC PL relation is the largest single source of error in the derivation of the Hubble constant (Mould et al. 2000) . The HST Key Project used the PL relation derived by Madore & Freedman (1991, hereafter MF) , using the data from Madore & Freedman (1985) . Subsequently, the OGLE PL (Udalski 2000) was substituted (Freedman et al. 2001) .
The MF PL was derived from a literature search of existing photometry. In all, 34 Cepheids were used, and photoelectric BVRI observations from multiple literature sources were combined to determine mean magnitudes. No CCD data were available at that time. Intensity-averaged mean magnitudes were used to fit the slope of the PL relation, and the absolute zero point was derived by assuming a LMC distance modulus of 18.50 and a constant foreground reddening of E(BÀV Þ ¼ 0:10. It is clear that with sufficient numbers of CCD observations of a larger sample of Cepheids, a much better PL relation can be derived.
Wide field microlensing surveys of the Magellanic Clouds have provided a large body of data suitable for deriving MC 1 Deceased.
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PL relations (e.g., Alcock et al. 1999) . Of particular interest in the present context is the work of the OGLE team (Udalski et al. 1999) , who derived a BVI LMC PL relation using a sample of 1280 Cepheids from along the LMC bar.
This paper presents new observational data which improves the LMC PL relation. In x 2, we discuss the database. In x 3 we construct the PL relation and compare the new results with previous analyses.
2. OBSERVATIONAL DATA
Observations and Data Reduction
The observations upon which this paper is based were taken over a period of nearly 10 years from Siding Spring (Australia) and Las Campanas (Chile) Observatories. A variety of telescopes and CCD detectors were used. The observational details are summarized in Table 1 . The number of nights in each observing run is given in the column headed '' N.'' Pixel scales were typically 0>4-0>6 pixel À1 and exposure times were short-normally 30 s or less, to avoid saturation of the brightest Cepheids. Image FWHM was generally SSO: 2 00 -2>5, Chile: 1>0-1>5. In all, $5300 Cepheid field frames, and $700 standard star frames were taken in the BVRI passbands. The phase coverage in the B and R bands is only $75% that of V and I.
The original target list for this study were $120 LMC fields containing known Harvard Variables 2 with periods >10 days. This was done to approximately match the selection criteria chosen by the Key Project team in the selection of extragalactic Cepheids (e.g., Ferrarese et al. 2000) . Since the selection criteria chose longer period objects, the distribution of objects on the sky approximately follows the apparent stellar density of the LMC. There is a secondary distribution effect, that of the uneven star formation rate over the LMC, which manifests itself here as a relatively large number of long-period Cepheids located on the western end of the LMC bar, and very few on the eastern end. The eastern end of the LMC has many known Cepheids, but they are almost all very short period.
The distribution of Cepheid fields on the sky is shown in Figure 1 . Unfortunately, only 83 of the $120 fields were able to be calibrated due to the limited number of photometric observations. Normal bias/flat-fielding using twilight flats was done with the IRAF package. 3 Dark current corrections were not required due to low dark current levels and the short exposure times used.
Photometry and Calibration
Relative photometry of all stars in all frames was carried out using DoPhot (Schechter, Mateo, & Saha 1993) , to a limit $10 above the sky. A reference V-band frame was chosen for each field, usually a large-format CCD frame taken in good seeing. All other observations of the field were then spatially matched to the reference frame coordinates using a linear transformation. Once spatially matched, a magnitude zero-point difference was computed between each frame and the reference frame, using a large number of bright, isolated stars.
Almost all the observing runs included standard star observations. Most of the Siding Spring nights were nonphotometric. Although unsuitable for absolute photometric calibration, standard star observations on such nights helped to determine the instrumental color terms for each telescope/CCD combination, as did other understandardized nights. On the few observing runs where no standard star observations were taken, we adopted the color terms obtained from other observing runs using the same telescope/CCD combination.
Once a mean color was known for each star in the field, the appropriate color term correction was applied to it, and the magnitude zero point difference was recomputed and a new mean color was derived. This process was repeated until convergence, producing a mean instrumental BVR c I c for every star in each field. A number of bright isolated stars (15-40 per field) were chosen to serve as local standards.
Nine nights were used to calibrate the photometry, five nights from 1997 October and four nights from 1998 January. In 1997 October, Graham (1982) E-regions E1, E2, and E3, and the Landolt (1993) fields PG0220 and PG0231, were each observed several times per night. In 1998 January, Graham (1982) E-regions E2, E3, and E4 were each observed several times per night. The color ranges for the standards observed was À0:3 < V ÀI < 2:0 for each night of 1997 October, and 0:0 < V ÀI < 1:5 for each night of 1998 January. Calibration was done using the APPHOT and PHOT-CAL packages in IRAF. Due to the very crowded nature of most of the fields, aperture magnitudes for the 15-40 local standards were derived using growth curve techniques.
Color terms were of a significant size (Table 2) ; however, they were also consistent and hence very well determined. For each of the two calibration runs, mean color terms were assumed, obtained by combining all the data from the run rather than fitting for it night-by-night. Notes.-Starred runs identify those used for the absolute photometric calibration of the fields. UTSO24 is the University of Toronto 24 inch telescope, at that time located at Las Campanas Observatory. The du Pont 100 inch telescope is abbreviated to dP100. The ANU 40 inch and 2.3 m telescopes are denoted SSO40 and ANU2.3 m. LCO40 is the Swope Telescope at Las Campanas.
The rms error of the transformation equations ranged from 0.012 to 0.019 in V and 0.015-0.016 in I for 1997 October, and 0.019 to 0.027 in V and 0.020-0.027 in I for 1998 January.
The calibrated aperture magnitudes of the local standards were then compared to the mean DoPhot magnitudes in order to calibrate the DoPhot star lists for each field.
Candidate List and Mean Magnitudes
Observations taken in the latter stages of this study were mostly obtained using large-format CCDs. At the pixel scales employed here, this produced fields of 10 0 -20 0 in size. Thus, many other Cepheids lying near to the original target Cepheid were also serendipitously observed. This greatly increased the number of objects from the initial $120 Cepheids to more than 600. Most of these additional objects are short-period.
After photometry, an astrometric solution was performed on each field using starlink ASTROM. Since many fields partially overlapped with adjacent fields (when observed with a large format CCD), observations of a given Cepheid from adjacent overlapping fields were able to be included, greatly increasing the phase coverage of many of the objects. The accuracy of the positions is determined by the internal consistency of the USNO-A2.0 catalog, positions from which were used for the astrometric reference stars in each field. Root mean square residuals from the astrometric solutions were typically at the level of 0>2-0>3.
The number of observations of each field varied from 3 to 30 frames, so while there were generally sufficient data to identify variable stars in the fields, not enough data existed to determine unambiguous periods. The astrometry allowed selection of Cepheid candidates from existing catalogs. The Cepheids presented here are all those in the calibrated observed fields from the EVS (Artiukhina et al. 1995) , OGLE, and EROS catalogs (Beaulieu et al. 1995) , 613 objects in all, with the requirement that there must be at least three observations in the V band. Data for each of the epochs for Cepheids with periods exceeding 10 days are presented in Table 3 . The date shown is the Julian Date À2,400,000. Epoch uncertainties are $0.0007 days, limited by manual data logging in some cases. Some light curves are illustrated in Figures  2 and 3 . Table 4 
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The mean magnitudes of Table 4 were computed using a phase-weighted intensity mean. Simulations were carried out to estimate the expected error in the mean magnitude arising from poor or uneven sampling of the Cepheid light curves. We calculated the expected mean magnitude error arising from randomly sampling a fundamental-mode light curve with an amplitude of 1 mag. These are the uncertainties quoted in the V column of Table 4 . In practice, these are upper limits and not a problem for the mean PL relation, because:
1. Amplitudes are generally much smaller than 1 mag; only a few long period objects have such an amplitude, and only in the B and V bands. More typical amplitudes are $0.5 mag, and smaller in R and I.
2. Errors are (almost but not exactly) equally likely to be positive as negative, so over a large sample of objects, the effect will diminish as ffiffiffiffi ffi N p . To first order it only affects the PL relation zero point; so assuming a worst-case situation of only six observations per star, with a 1 mag amplitude for all stars (and hence a $0.11 mag uncertainty per star), $117 Cepheids are required to bring the PL relation zero point error to 0.01 mag. This is a pessimistic estimate, since few objects have such a large amplitude, and many stars have more than six observations. 3. Explicit tests verified that bias in the PL relation for subsamples with N < 8 and N < 10 is less than 0.01 mag.
3. THE APPARENT PERIOD-LUMINOSITY RELATION 3.1. Reddening Figure 4 is the period luminosity relation for the V and I magnitudes in Table 4 . Superposed on the data are the reddened period luminosity relations of the HST Key Project The adopted reddening is the standard E(BÀV Þ ¼ 0:1 of the Key Project and the reddening law is that of the Key Project.
The Apparent Distance Modulus
The apparent distance modulus of the LMC is a useful comparator of the present photometry with that of the OGLE collaboration and MF. A comparison of PL fits (e.g., Udalski et al. 1999; Freedman et al. 2001; Tammann et al. 2002) is beyond the scope of the present paper. For present purposes the relative period distributions of calibrator and program galaxies are at least as important as statistical accuracy in slope determination for measuring relative distance moduli. The period distribution of LMC Cepheids should therefore be compared with the Key Project sample, and this is done in Figure 5 . Table 5 indicates the apparent distance moduli calculated from the present Cepheid sample, using the Key Project PL relation for Cepheids of appropriately long period. A reddening-free distance modulus, W, is also given (Freedman et al. 2001, eq. [3] ). Apparent modulus values in Table 5 are obtained by summing the differences of the observed magnitudes and standard Cepheids of the same period. We can test whether the period distribution affects the results by weighting these differences by an adopted period distribution characteristic of the Key Project.
Since a modulus of 18.5 mag was assumed in the Key Project PL relation, it follows that LMC Cepheids in the present sample are 0:04 AE 0:02 mag fainter than the OGLE Table 3 is available in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal Supplement. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content. Note.- Table 4 is available in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal Supplement. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content. sample for P > 10 days, or 0:06 AE 0:03 mag for P > 20 days.
LMC Rotation Solution
The disk of LMC is known to be inclined by around 20 -45 to our line of sight (Weinberg & Nikolaev 2001; van der Marel & Cioni 2001) . The Cepheid sample is spatially distributed across most of the LMC, so a tilt correction is applied to the mean Cepheid magnitudes. The correction applied here is that of Caldwell & Coulson (1986) , namely an inclination of 29 , with the line of nodes being 52 . This size of the correction is generally only $0.01 mag for most objects, since they lie along the bar of the LMC, which is near to the line of nodes. The largest correction (for HV12700) is 0.077 mag. The intrinsic width of the PL relation ($0.25 in V, 0.17 in I ) is substantially larger than the tilt correction, so applying the correction makes little difference in the observed PL scatter.
Similarly, Table 5 shows that the PL zero point is insensitive to the adopted tilt. Values of the mean reddening-free distance modulus W have been calculated for both zero tilt correction (col. [5] ) and (an arbitrarily chosen) 42 tilt correction (col. [6]).
CONCLUSIONS
The subsample of LMC Cepheids with similar periods to those discovered in the nearby galaxies is fainter at the relevant periods by 0:04 AE 0:02 mag than the OGLE sample. Substituting in turn this PL relation for that of the OGLE collaboration would raise the Hubble constant by 2% AE 1%, a correction which is not significant. These results support Table 4 . HST apparent magnitude limits cut off the KP distribution. the adjustment of the MF PL zero point to the OGLE PL relation adopted by Freedman et al. (2001) in the final results of the Key Project on the Extragalactic Distance Scale.
